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1 ABSTRACT
Database research mentions a number of topics that challenge current data storage concepts. Among those
topics are: managing and creating collections of unstructured data, horizontal scaling, mobile and cloud
computing. As relational databases have limitations due to their underlying relational model, this article
shows that upcoming NoSQL databases have characteristics meeting those challenges. Hence, they are
widely used in Web 2.0 applications that manage great, unstructured data collections with dynamic content.
An example from land management dealing with the cadastral document collection underpins the argument
that NoSQL databases should be considered as data storage in the spatial domain. As documents are regarded
as unstructured datasets with a certain dynamic behaviour, they share certain semantics but differ in syntax.
This is justified by non existing schema for datasets and the different temporal contexts of documents.
2 INTRODUCTION
Contemporary relational database management systems (RDBMSs) rely on the relational model, published
by Codd (1970). The relational model describes the way how data are stored within databases, based on nary relations on given sets. Formally, any relation is a subset of the cartesian product of sets (domains),
where reasoning is done using a two-valued predicate logic. Data stored according to the relational model are
viewed using the table metaphor, where each row represents an n-tuple of the relation itself. Each column of
the table is labelled with the name of the corresponding set (domain). Operations on data are performed
utilizing relational algebra, that allows to express a rich set of possible data transactions.
RDBMSs inherit the ACID – atomicity, consistency, isolation and durability – properties, which are defined
by Gray (1983), ensuring that transactions in any relational database are performed in a reliable manner.
Prior to that, Codd (1970, p. 387) mentions consistency as a „serious practical problem as more and more
different types of data are integrated into common data banks“. In recent RDBMSs consistency is the central
issue that limits the performance and horizontal scalability. The latter is of significant importance for Web
2.0 applications with a growing number of users and/or data volumes, which require additional network
nodes – i.e. servers.
In 2009, the term NoSQL database has emerged (Evans 2009), which serves as an umbrella term for a
number of different database concepts (Edlich, Friedland et al. 2010). Common characteristics of NoSQL
databases are a non-relational data model and the absence of ACID properties – especially consistency.
These database systems are designed for Web 2.0 applications that require the handling of great data
volumes with replication. Currently NoSQL databses are employed as data storage approach for e.g.
Amazon, Google, Yahoo or Facebook.
Based on these fundamentals this article reviews the trends and challenges in current database research.
Additionally, NoSQL databases are presented that meet a number of those challenges. The research question
in this article concerns the applicability of nonrelational databases – in particular Document databases – for
the cadastral document collection which contains information for spatial planning. The cadastral document
collection is used because it shares a number of commonalities with Web 2.0 data collections, which are
unstructured and dynamic in nature. Due to the fact, that NoSQL databases are designed for unstructured,
dynamic datasets and furthermore not used in spatial planning so far, this paper elaborates on Document
databases for this application area.
The paper is organized as follows. The first part highlights challenges for current relational databases
followed by a general introduction in NoSQL databases. The research question is addressed in chapter five,
where the nature of the cadastral document collection is analyzed followed by an evaluation of NoSQL
databases for the document collection.
3 CHALLENGES FOR RELATIONAL DATABASES
The relational model is roughly 30 years old, given the first publication (Codd 1970). Over the years this
approach has proven extremely successful and is regarded as the main database concept, which is
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underpinned by numerous (commercial) implementations following this concept (e.g. Oracle, PostgreSQL,
MySQL). The demands of the upcoming Internet, especially Web 2.0, altered the requirements of databases
in a drastic way, which is mentioned in the Claremont report on database research (Agrawal, Ailamaki et al.
2008). In the following paragraphs some of the challenges and research opportunities are discussed.
The report mentions a change in the core database engines, as the requirements are shifted due to the
emerging Web 2.0. Traditional relational databases support frequent data read/write operations with low data
transfer or voluminous batch processes which require only few write transactions. In addition, RDBMS have
poor performance in data-intensive tasks like text indexing and delivering media content (Agrawal, Ailamaki
et al. 2008). For RDBMS following the ACID principles consistency is of major importance. Thus,
horizontal scaling over a vast number of nodes is not possible, which would require consistent data over a
great number of network nodes. As cloud data services and cloud computing are emerging topics that utilize
a distributed architecture, databases should support horizontal scaling. Hence, the management of data
storage organized in cloud environments is of particular importance, and requires limited human
intervention, high-variance workloads as well as a number of shared infrastructures. The latter three factors
challenge RDBMSs as they require alterations to support such architectures. In order to overcome the
limitations of traditional RDMBS Agrawal, Ailamaki et al. (2008) list important research topics, which
including:
•

design of continuous self-tuning methods to perform query optimization and physical data layout

•

design of systems utilizing non-relational data models

•

emphasis on performance and scaling issues rather than consistency and availability

Due to emerging Web 2.0 applications the amount of structured and unstructured data is growing. The
management of data can be supported by database technology. To cope with the volume of data available,
semantics can be employed to interpret the meaning of data and for search issues. Context is a significant
aspect of semantics which can be retrieved from unstructured and heterogeneous data using e.g. text analysis.
This cannot be achieved by RDBMSs, as they hardly support unstructured data. In addition, Web 2.0 data
collections cannot be „squeezed“ into a predefined schema without causing friction. Thus, the Clarmont
report argues for schema free data storage capable of inferring schemas from the data in a dynamic fashion.
Mobile applications become apparently popular through the availabilty of mobile internet and growing
market penetration of smartphones. Through a number of Web 2.0 applications available as mobile
applications, users deliver and receive data based on their context (e.g. position, personal preferences, social
environment) in real-time. Thus, data created by users are heterogeneous and voluminous in nature, and raise
the issue of privacy – what is visible to whom? This requires intelligent approaches to handle heterogeneous
data streams, and efficient filtering techniques, besides of developing appropriate storage and retrieval
methods that consider horizontal scaling.
4 NOSQL DATABASES
A coherent defintion of NoSQL databases does not exist, due to a lack of organizations in this particular
field. The first attempt to define the term NoSQL databases is published in Edlich, Friedland et al. (2010).
There databases that follow some of the following principles are regarded as NoSQL databases:
•

non-relational data model

•

tailored towards distributed and horizontal scalability

•

open source

•

schema free or at least weak schema restrictions

•

support for a simple replication approach

•

simple application programming interface

•

other consistency approaches are used – eventual consistency and basically available, soft state
eventually consistent (BASE) but not ACID
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4.1 Global characteristics and theoretical concepts
As NoSQL databases follow the principles listed above, theoretical concepts are necessary that enable the
implementation of the NoSQL functionalities. A number of fundamental concepts are mentioned in
literature: map/reduce, eventual consistency, consistent hashing, multi version concurrency control and
vector clocks.
The fundamental concept of NoSQL databases is the underlying Map/Reduce approach (Dean and
Ghemawat 2004) which is a framework that supports the handling of large data volumes over distributed
network nodes. To handle very large data volumes and operations on them, any problem is divided into
subproblems that are distributed to other network nodes – the map step. Subsequently, these network nodes
are allowed to do the same distribution process. In the end the subproblems are solved by certain network
nodes and the results are passed on to the master node that interprets the results – reduce step.
Eventual consistency (Vogels 2008) is a concept that is a direct consequence of Brewers consistency,
availability and partition tolerance (CAP) theorem (Lynch and Gilbert 2002). The CAP theorem argues that
the concepts of consistency, availability and partition tolerance cannot be provided by any computer system
in a simultaneous manner. Furthermore, any distributed database can only fulfill two principles. Hence,
distributed databases for the Web 2.0 should emphasize availability and partition tolerance over consistency.
Thus, a consistent state is eventually reached in NoSQL systems, but not immediately after a transaction.
This consistency approach is denoted as BASE (Pritchett 2008).
Consistent hashing is a principle that supports storage and retrieval mechanisms in distributed data storages,
where the number of network nodes is subject to change (Karger, Lehman et al. 1997). This change is a
result of network errors or hardware failure and/or the process of adding new servers to the system during the
lifecycle of an application. These changes in the physical system architecture do not result in an extensive
data migration, due to the consistent hashing principle (Decandia, Hastorun et al. 2008). This principle uses
an address space with connected ends – a ring – where the hash values of network nodes are assigned to.
Thus, if changes are made to the network layout (removal or addition of a server), only the network nodes in
the vicinity of the hash value of the altered network node are affected (Edlich, Friedland et al. 2010). Hence,
this principle reduces data migration operations in dynamic distributed data storage systems.
Multiversion concurrency control (MVCC) is an approach to support concurrent transactions in a database.
As opposed to classical transaction management using locks on the datasets, MVCC allows parallel read and
write operations. MVCC realizes this by creating new versions of the dataset as a write process occurs. The
new dataset is tagged with a unique version number and the number of preceding version of the dataset –
which is altered by the current write process. Thus, it allows that previous versions of a dataset can be
queried and version conflicts can be resolved either by the system or the user. The MVCC approach does not
make any statement about the identification of dataset versions – i.e. version numbering.
For distributed systems vector clocks (Fidge 1988, Mattern 1988, Lamport 1978) are useful to generate an
ordering of events in a system. In NoSQL systems data are dispersed over a number of network nodes in a
redundant way. As network nodes may update datasets in an uncoordinated manner, any network node must
be able to determine the current version of a certain dataset. Hence, each network node – i.e. database – is
able to detect different versions and decide on the ordering of versions autonomously.
4.2 Types of NoSQL Databases
A classification of NoSQL systems is complex, as a great number of different database projects identify
themselves as NoSQL systems. Edlich, Friedland et al. (2010) publish a categorization that lists four types:
Wide Column Stores, Document Stores, Key/Value/Tuple Stores, Graph Databases. These categories will be
briefly described in the next paragraphs.
Based on the original idea, Wide Column Stores are defined as databases where attributes are stored in a
column oriented way, based on their data type (Khoshafian, Copeland, et al. 1987, Abadi 2007). Due to the
fact that contemporary Wide Column Store projects like Google's BigTable are described as “sparse,
distributed multi-dimensional sorted map” (Chang, Dean et al. 2006) they do not entirely follow the original
idea of Wide Column Stores. Nevertheless, they are designed to support the storage of voluminous data in
distributed environments. Multi-dimensionality in BigTable is achieved by storing multiple versions of a
dataset (Chang, Dean et al. 2006), which are identified by attached timestamps. The Wide Column approach
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has proven successful, as it is employed as data storage for e.g. Amazon or Google. Nevertheless, Edlich,
Friedland, et al. (2010) mention that these projects do not support complex queries like the join operation.
Document Stores are databases that are able to handle data collections like JSON or RDF (see Fig. 1) in
conjunction with a unique identifier. Important for document stores is the fact that they are schema free,
which is important for Web 2.0 applications. Thus, the structure of a dataset does not have to be defined
beforehand – the application on top of the document based storage cares about a schema. That is important
when dealing with documents with varying syntax. An example that is highlighted in Anderson, Lenhart, et
al. (2010) analyzes business cards. Business cards contain similar information, but differ in syntax. As one
person might have a fax number on his/her business card, another person does not mention this. As humans
we are able to deal with this fact that documents (i.e. real world objects) differ in syntax, but share certain
semantics. In a relational database this fact has to be modeled accordingly, whereas this is not necessary in a
document based storage. There data can be aggregated by the database and/or the application after they have
been entered into the database. Of importance is the possibility to query documents stored in the database
using a published application programming interface – so called Views in CouchDB.

Fig. 1: The author's business card in a JSON representation.

Key/Value/Tuple Stores are databases that utilize a storage of keys and associated values without any
relations. To support scaling issues the key/values tuples are stored in a distributed database system using a
hash table. The advantages of Key/Value Stores lie in the ability to cope with voluminous data in a
distributed environment especially when scaling out.
Graph databases are databases following graph theoretical approaches. Thus, they have nodes, their
embedded properties and edges with embedded properties (Angles and Gutierrez 2008). Properties are
key/value relationships that have a certain predefined schema. The elements of a graph are identified by a
unique number. The nodes in graph databases represent entities and edges the relations between them.
Additionally, edges have an orientation, which allows the modeling of complex relationships between
entities. Query techniques allow the retrieval of the entities and their relationships based on graph theoretical
algorithms like Breadth First Search, Depth First Search, determination of Hamilton cycles. Thus, the
algorithms are capable of analyzing transitive relationships, which would be hardly possible in relational
database systems. Examples of such transitive relationships are ancestor searches: Who is the greatgrandfather of person X, or which ancestors were born after 1800? These are variable-length joins which are
natively supported by a graph data structure.
5 NOSQL FOR SPATIAL DOMAIN?
In the preceding sections the paper states that NoSQL databases are designed for large data volumes and
Web 2.0 applications. In the context of Web 2.0 the spatial dimension is of particular interest, as countless
applications like Flickr or Panoramio enable the user to georeference their content. First attempts towards
storing spatial data in Document databases – mongoDB and CouchDB – have been undertaken. Furthermore,
the specification of geoJSON gives evidence that the spatial capabilities of document based storages will be
extended. In addition, Graph databases support spatial data natively, as coordinates can be assigned nodes
and topology is handled in the systems as well.
The next two sections focus on the usage of document databases – as one representative of NoSQL databases
– in the spatial domain. In detail, selected documents of the cadastral document collection are analyzed
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concerning their semantics and syntax. Subsequently, the advantages of document databases for the
document collection are analyzed, with special consideration of spatial planning issues.
5.1 Cadastral document collection
This paper elaborates on the cadastral document collection and in particular on the purchase of land contracts
which are part of the document collection (Republik Österreich 2010; Kodek 2007; Feil, Marent et al. 2005).
Due to the fact that these contracts are the basis for e.g. property subdivisions and changes in the cadastre
(ownership, land register identification number) they are an important source of information for planning
issues. The section highlights the issue that the syntax of documents changes while preserving a certain
semantic due to the temporal context and/or not fixed schema of data. This is shown on the basis of historic
and recent purchase of land contracts. Current purchase of land contracts should contain the following data
(Österreichische Notariatskammer 2011):
•

vendor

•

purchaser

•

property: description of the property (e.g. non built-up, built-up, farmed land, condominium,
commercial/industrial object);

•

legal situation: e.g. servitudes, natural hazard zone, spatial planning zone, building permissions;

•

infrastructure: description of e.g. roads, connection to sewerage system, electricity

•

purchase price

•

payment modalities

•

defects liability: e.g. pollution legacy

•

entry in other registers: e.g. water register, fishing register

In Table 1 the listed contract items are analyzed concerning their relevance for spatial planning and if these
items can be “squeezed” into a fixed database schema. Here the items vendor and purchaser are identified as
being more related to a fixed schema, due to existing “standard” elements – e.g. first name, surname,
address, city, zip. Items purchase price and payment modalities are regarded as having more relation to a
fixed schema, analogue to vendor or purchaser. Items property, legal situation, infrastructure, defects liability
and other registers are described in an unstructured way and are not part of a contract per se and/or vary in
content. The contract items which can hardly described using a predefined schema can be seen as
unstructured data, as they have no common schema.
contract item

relevant for spatial planning fixed schema no fixed schema

vendor



purchaser



Property





legal situation





infrastructure





purchase price



payment modalities



defects liability
other registers






Table 1: Items of a purchase of land contract, their relevance for spatial planning and classification if the item can be handled with a
fixed schema.

Additionally, historical documents in the document collection show the genesis of parcels. Documents
having a certain age have a different syntax than recent documents, as e.g. natural hazard zoning started in
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1975 as an effect of the Austrian Forest Act. Due to the fact that the Austrian Conference on Spatial Planning
was founded in 1971, there are hardly any contracts before the 1970ies that contain information on spatial
planning zones – in fact they are mostly not found in contemporary contracts either. Looking at historical
and contemporary purchase of land contracts the syntax change is obvious. In Figure 2 an excerpt of a
historic contract is presented, which documents the purchase of the Römer building in Frankfurt/Main in the
year 1405 – the town hall of this city. In Figure 2 the items vendor, purchaser, description of the property and
purchase price are identified and marked accordingly. The same items are highlighted in Figure 3 – a
contemporary purchase of land specimen. It is observable that the meaning – i.e. the semantics – of the
contract did not change very much, as similar items of a contract can be found in the historic and the
contemporary contract. Obviously, the syntax did change, as language, the monetary system and the way
how ownership and property are identified – i.e. land register identification number, parcels – have changed.
Hence, as the document collection contains documents with different temporal context, there is a shift in
syntax to a great and in semantics to a lesser extent.
These arguments mentioned in the previous paragraphs underpin the fact, that the cadastral document
collection contains unstructured data. Even when looking at one particular class of documents – purchase of
land contracts – a change of syntax is observable, while semantics remains fixed. This can be explained with
the temporal context of documents and the absence of a fixed schema for specific items of a document.
vendor

purchaser
description of the
property
purchase
price

Fig. 2: Excerpt of the purchase of land contract of the Römer building (Frankfurt/Main) from 1405, with selected items of the
contract
vendor

purchaser
purchase
price

description of the
property

Fig. 3: Excerpt of a contemporary purchase of land contract example.
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As the cadastre is a “living” environment, the content is subject to constant change. Typical changes are the
result of purchase, subdivision, merge, creation or deletion processes in the cadatstre. Through these
processes new documents are created that are stored in the document collection. Hence, a number of
documents and contracts are attached to each parcel in the course of its lifetime. For the year 2009 a number
of 3.1 Million entries exist in the Austrian land register with approximately 10.4 Million parcels
(Österreichisches Justizministerium 2010). In 2009 about 684000 new entries are created in the Austrian land
register, and the system managed and answered 12 million queries. These are low numbers compared to
global Web 2.0 platforms like Facebook or Twitter. Nevertheless, the system shows a certain dynamic
behavior, with a number of update and read processes. In addition, the document collection has to cope with
voluminous data as whole documents have to be handled properly.
5.2 NoSQL document database for document collection?
In section 5.1 the nature of the cadastral document collection is analyzed which results in the finding that the
document collection shows characteristics of an unstructured data set. Furthermore, the documents share a
certain semantic but differ in syntactics. Finally, the cadastral document collection is a dynamic database,
with a number of queries and updates to be processed.
Given the nature of the cadastral document collection, a Document Store meets the characteristics and
requirements to a high degree. Table 2 highlights similarities of Document Stores and the document
collection, which support the argument of considering NoSQL databases for the document collection. In
Table 2 the purpose and the nature of the document collection and the characteristics of Document Stores are
listed, which coincides as both deal with unstructured data that have to be stored and retrieved accordingly.
NoSQL databases support dynamics in data management as multiple versions can be identified and queried,
which is – at least to a certain degree – important for the cadastral document collection. Eventual concurrent
processes are handled by MVCC in a NoSQL database. Such processes may happen, as a number of land
registry courts access and alter the cadastral document collection. Data security is of significant importance
for the cadastral document collection and can be realized with a distributed data storage utilizing a number of
network nodes exploiting the functionalities of NoSQL databases (Map/Reduce, Consistent Hashing, Vector
Clocks) – which opposes classical backup strategies.
Document collection

storage and retrieval of storage, retrieval and query
documents
mechanisms for documents

purpose
nature of
(content)

Document Database (NoSQL)

data

predominantly unstructured

structured and
(schema free)

unstructured

dynamic behavior

yes (at least to a certain
supports dynamic processes
extent)

multiple versions

may exist

multipe versions are supported
(MVCC)

concurrernt
processes

may exist

handled by MVCC

data security

important

supports
storage

distributed

data

Table 2: Similarities of cadastral document collection and NoSQL Document Storage.

NoSQL based Document Stores enable several functionalities which are of interest for spatial planning
issues. The possibility to search in documents enables spatial planners to analyze and relate a number of
documents with the help of database technology, which helps to uncover the information treasure that hides
in the document collection. Thus, documents can be evaluated and analyzed concerning several parameter,
like property price levels. Additionally, this makes information accessible, which is only present in the
contracts and is not considered otherwise, like (legal) restrictions defined in the contract, but not mentioned
as servitude in the land register.
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Data mining on the document collection can be enhanced by incorporating the spatial dimension and spatial
relations. As NoSQL databases start to support spatial indexing and spatial data storage, this functionality
will be available soon, which will foster the analytic capabilities of the non-relational databases. Hence,
complex (spatial) queries addressing spatial planning questions can be answered by mining unstructured data
too. Currently the following NoSQL projects support spatial data (at least to a minor degree):
•

CouchDB with GeoCouch (Mische 2010, 2011)

•

mongoDB (10gen Inc. 2011)

•

Neo4j using Neo4j spatial (Neo Technology 2011)

Hence, NoSQL databases should be considered as an alternative for specific tasks. Nevertheless, standard
RDBMS will remain in usage as NoSQL systems should not be used for each and every purpose. Edlich,
Friedland et al. (2010, pp. 271-283) mention that a requirements analysis is necessary to decide on the basic
database approach – relational or non-relational. This is necessary as NoSQL systems are able to handle
certain requirements well, e.g. horizontal scaling (cloud computing), schema free data, replication issues. On
the other hand, if consistency, security or complex query processes are required, classical RDBMS are
preferable.
6 CONCLUSION
This paper elaborates on non-relational databases, which are subsumed under the umbrella term NoSQL
databases. Relational databases are facing a number of challenges due to Web 2.0 applications, distributed
architectures and a growing amount of unstructured data. As NoSQL databases address these issues, as they
are designed to meet the requirements of Web 2.0. This article analyzes the possibilities of NoSQL databases
for spatial planning issues and the spatial domain in general, based on the cadastral document collection.
The nature of elements of the cadastral document collection is closely related to unstructured data. Contained
documents share similar semantics but differ syntactically which can be explained with the temporal context
and the fact that certain items of documents cannot be described with predefined schemata – which is shown
based on purchase of land contracts. Additionally, the document collection has a certain dynamics, as a
number of update processes take place.
The capabilities of Document stores – a type of NoSQL databases – meet the requirements and
characteristics of the cadastral document collection. Hence, they should be considered as an alternative to
relational databases. Of importance for spatial planning processes may also be data concerning the history of
a piece of land and (legal) constraints not mentioned in the land register. The ability of Document Stores to
query documents addresses this issue. Furthermore, spatial data handling and indexing is implemented in
NoSQL databases, which increases their analytical capabilities. As the spatial enablement of NoSQL
databases is – except for graph databases – on a “basic” level, there is space for improvement. Nevertheless,
they offer new possibilities for analyzing unstructured spatial data present in distributed environments.
Concluding, NoSQL databases have advantages for applications that share characteristics with Web 2.0.
Nevertheless, traditional relational databases are designed to support consistent transactions, high security,
and complex queries and thus will remain popular. Through availability of a variety of database approaches
developers have the freedom to choose the concept that satisfies the application requirements best.
7
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